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InvoMilling™
Cutting lead times

Milling gears with Sandvik Coromant
The technology development from HSS to indexable
insert tools was initially driven by a need for increased
process reliability and to overcome difficulties when
manufacturing gears from tougher materials.Higher
productivity, increased tool life and elimination of the
logistics surrounding the re-coating and re-grinding of
HSS tools are among the many benefits that followed
this insert evolution.
With high precision demands and component-specific
gear profiles being very common, gear machining relies
on productivity and accuracy combined. In the transforming gear-manufacturing landscape, choosing the
most efficient machining method and tooling solution
is paramount. Our aim is to provide you with the latest
of innovative gear milling solutions. Choosing amongst
hobs, disc cutters or the flexible InvoMilling™ method
– your specific component and production process will
determine your tooling solution.

Mats Wennmo

Senior Technical manager
Gear milling solutions
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Engineered solutions to fit your
component
Some of the cutting tools in this handbook are available
with 24 hour delivery, but since the gear industry is
dominated by gear-profile specific components, most
of the presented tools are engineered solutions –
meaning that your cutter and inserts will be engineered
to fit your specific requirements. All solutions are
quality checked before delivery to ensure high-class
components.
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Machining methods
The solutions in this handbook cover all common
gear milling methods, with hobs and disc cutters
for dedicated gear milling machines and a wide
assortment of solutions for five-axis gear manufacturing.
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Global support
You are always welcome to contact us for support.

“As a yellow coat expert, I am the first Sandvik
Coromant representative you will come in contact
with when you need technical support. Together we
will analyze your production process and identify
challenges and opportunities for improvement.”
Miikka Holopainen

Sales specialist, Gear Milling Solutions

“The global gear milling engineering team handles
your request, which includes the process where the
dedicated gear design team will develop the solution
you need. Regardless of your location you will get
the same global support and service.”
Markus Fay

Quotation engineer Gear Milling Solutions
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“At the production facilities dedicated to gear milling
tool and insert production, we work with the highest
precision demands. We produce your tools through
optimized processes, providing you with close
tolerance capabilities, machining accuracy and
superior tool quality.”
Mikael Karlsson

Process planner Gear Milling inserts

“Implementation of the solution in your workshop is
supported by our product and application support
team or the local gear milling expert. By joining
forces, we can ensure that the solution works in
the best way in your production, covering your
demands.”
Sergio Herranz

Product and application specialist Gear Milling Solutions.

“After you have invested in a gear milling solution
from us, our partnership continues. We are always
ready to help optimize your production processes,
and support you in staying competitive in the world
of gear manufacturing.”
Ralph Loewenau

Sales specialist Gear Milling Solutions
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Choosing your solution
Application area and component will determine
your solution.

Internal gears

1. Cylindrical gears
and splines

External gears

2. Bevel gear
manufacturing

Zyklo-Palloid®
page 30

3. Racks

Multiple disc
cutters
page 22
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M<8
CoroMill® 171, page 14
CoroMill® 172, page 15

M>8
CoroMill® 170, page 16
CoroMill® 174, page 20

M<10
CoroMill® 161, page 12
CoroMill® 162, page 13
CoroMill® 171, page 14
CoroMill® 172, page 15

Small
batch sizes

M10–M50
CoroMill® 174, page 20
CoroMill® 161, page 12
CoroMill® 162, page 13

M<10
CoroMill® 176, page 26
CoroMill® 177, page 28

Medium to large
batch sizes

M8–M50
CoroMill® 170, page 16
CoroMill® 172, page 15
CoroMill® 177, page 28
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InvoMilling™

Cutting lead times with InvoMilling™
The InvoMilling method is a process for machining
external gears and splines with unmatched flexibility,
making it very attractive for small batch production and
when short lead times are crucial. The solution benefits
from the machine’s five-axis capability to produce
many different gear profiles with the same set of tools.

Benefits
•

Allows use of one standard tool for many gear profiles

•

Gear machining in multi-task machines and five-axis machining centres

•

Complete components in one machine and one set-up

•

Possible to produce modules within a extensive range

•

Lead time reduction for single unit components and small batches

•

Quick delivery of spare part and prototypes
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InvoMilling™

Take the next step with the
InvoMilling 1.0 software
Innovative development is crucial if you want to stay
ahead of competition in the changing gear milling
landscape. The InvoMilling 1.0 software is an advanced
solution that enables you to minimize your manufacturing limits and increase your machining flexibility. It
offers you a wide range of machining capabilities, has
no module size or gear profile limitations and a product
library with predefined standard tools. Training for how
to utilize the software is included.

1. Define your gear geometry

2. Choose machining strategy

3. Simulate the machining
process

Benefits with the InvoMilling 1.0 software
•

Minimizes your manufacturing limits and increases your machining flexibility

•

No module size or profile limitations

•

Product library with predefined standard tools

•

Software training included
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InvoMilling™

Milling gears with high flexibility

With the CoroMill® 161 and CoroMill® 162 disc cutters,
optimized for the InvoMilling process and software, you
will experience a highly flexible way of machining your
components. You will be able to use the same tools for
several different gear profiles. You can start machining
right away instead of having to wait for an engineered
tool. This is an ideal solution when machining small
batches and when short lead times and flexibility are a
priority.
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InvoMilling™

Benefits
•

Close gear tolerances

•

Standard tools available with 24 hour delivery

•

Reduced total manufacturing time

•

Small tool inventory

•

Gear quality according to DIN 6

Application
•

External gears and splines

•

Dry machining

•

Spur gears and helical gears

•

Roughing to finishing of the gears’ involute form and the gear root

•

Multi-task machines and five-axis machining centres

•

Chamfering and deburring also possible

CoroMill 161

CoroMill 162

Gear module range, mm (DP)

2–4 (12–6)

4–12 (6–2)

Spline module range, mm (DP)

2–4 (12–6)

4–12 (6–2)

Tool diameter range, mm (inch)

66–80 (2.60–3.15)

90–40 (3.54–5.51)

Coupling type

Arbor, Coromant Capto®

Arbor

www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill161
www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill162
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CoroMill® 171 and CoroMill® 172

First choice disc cutters
The CoroMill® 171 and CoroMill® 172 cutters are
easy to apply in conventional as well as modern
machining centres, multi-task machines and turning
centres, making it possible to machine complete
components in one set-up. Gears and splines made in
hobbing machines or sub-contracted out can instead
be machined in your own workshop using existing
multi-axis machines.

Benefits
•

Complete components in one set-up

•

Enables use of existing machines instead of investment in hobbing machine

•

Reduced investment costs

•

No need to move components between machines or workshops

•

No need to re-sharpen and re-coat high speed steel (HSS) tools
14

Application
•

External and internal gears and splines

•

Roughing to finishing

•

All machine types

•

Dry machining

CoroMill 171

CoroMill 171.4

CoroMill 172

CoroMill 171

CoroMill 171.4

CoroMill 172

Gear module range, mm
(DP)

0.8–3.0 (32–8)

On demand

3.0–10.0 (8.0–2.54)

Spline module range, mm
(DP)

0.8–4.0 (32/64–6/12)

0.8–3.0 (32/64–8/16)

3.0–10.0 (8/16–3/6)

Tool diameter range,
mm (inch)

35–70 (1.5–3)

30–70 (1.5–3)

63–150 (2.5–6)

Coupling type

Coromant Capto®, Arbor, Bore with keyway, Cylindrical shaft

Number of cutting edges/
insert

2

4

www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill171
www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill172
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CoroMill® 170

High performance disc cutters

CoroMill® 170 is a high performance cutter for large
gears. It is a predefined solution with stocked standard
inserts for module sizes 12–22. In combination with our
latest grades, CoroMill 170 will reduce your machining
time and deliver precision and reliability in roughing
of external and internal gears. The roughing cutter is
equipped with standard inserts for external and internal
gears with a large number of teeth. No involute shape is
needed.

V-shape cutter
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CoroMill® 170

Benefits
•

24-hour delivery of stocked-standard inserts

•

Roughing profile close to final gear wheel profile

•

High speed and feed for high metal removal rates

Application
•

Roughing of internal and external gears

•

Slewing rings

•

Planetary gears

CoroMill 170
Gear module range, mm (DP)

12–22 (2.12–1.15)

Tool diameter range, mm (inch)

210–500 (8–20)

Coupling type, mm (inch)

Bore with keyway, 50–100 (2–4)

www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill170
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CoroMill® 170 - for involute gear profiles

Optimized cutters for involute profiles in
roughing and finishing

These disc cutters create gear profiles with involute
forms with or without protuberance on external as well
as internal gear wheels. Ground inserts adapted to
the gear tooth profile generate high precision results.
High performance insert grades and geometries allow
for creation of quality profile finishes. The roughing
cutters have an involute shape for machining gears and
pinions.

Involute roughing cutter

Involute finishing cutter
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CoroMill 170 - for involute gear profiles

Benefits
•

Accurate machining of the whole gear profile

•

Adapted to your specific gear profile

•

Standardized flank inserts for roughing cutters

Application
•

Finishing, semi-finishing and roughing of external and internal gears

•

Slewing rings

•

Planetary gears

•

Pinions

CoroMill 170 - for involute profiles
Gear module range, mm (DP)

5–50 (5–0.5)

Tool diameter range, mm (inch)

150–500 (6–20)

Coupling type, mm (inch)

Bore with keyway, 50–100 (2–4)

www.sandvik.coromant.com/finishingdisccutters
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CoroMill® 174

Flexible solution for large modules

CoroMill® 174 is an innovative disc-cutting solution for
finishing of small and medium batch sizes. With one
cutter it is possible to cover a wide range of modules
and gear profiles for both internal and external gears.
This gear milling tool is a highly adaptable solution
for single-produced large components, being able to
cover a module range between M10–M50 with just
three tools and different sets of inserts, wedges and
spacers.
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CoroMill® 174

Benefits
•

Flexible disc cutting for small to medium sized batches

•

Same cutter body for different modules, number of gear teeth, external and
internal profiles

•

Low tool-investment for multiple production

•

Only inserts and sometimes wedges need to be ordered for new gears

•

Protected tool body due to the back-positioned wedges

Application
•

Perfect solution for production of mixed gear sizes within the same module
range

•

Finishing cutter range M10 – M50

•

External and internal gears

•

Large components for wind power, mining and energy

CoroMill 174
Gear module range, mm (DP)

10–50 (2.5–0.5)

Tool diameter range, mm (inch)

180–500 (7–20)

Couplings, mm (inch)

50–100 (2–4)

www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill174
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Multiple-disc cutters

Multiple-disc cutters for gears,
racks and pinions

These tools are designed for productive
rough machining of large external gear
wheels. By assembling two or more high-performance disc cutters together you can machine
components with different module sizes.
Available in CoroMill® 170 and CoroMill® 172 design.

Benefits and application
•

Productive alternative for large gears and pinions

•

Both internal and external gears are possible

•

Multiple-disc cutters mounted together for rack milling
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Rack milling solution

Achieve greatness with optimized
rack milling solutions

These rack milling solutions are based on the
concept of CoroMill® 172 (see page 15) but
is optimized for rack milling processes in terms
of number of cutting teeth and number of stacks.
They are engineered solutions designed to achieve
greatness when machining modules between
M3.5–M10 in special rack milling machines.

Benefits
•

Good performance in hard machining

•

Capability to machine different profiles with one cutter body

•

Easy handling and good repeatability

•

No handling costs like re-coating and re-grinding
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CoroMill® 167

Compressor screw manufacturing
With CoroMill® 167 your compressor screw manufacturing process will benefit from cost-efficient inserts
and reliable cutter body construction. These cutters
are precision engineered to fit your component
requirements, offering a reliable process from tool
purchase to component delivery. Add high-performance inserts with modern grades that provide
long tool life and you are set for compressor screw
manufacturing with good production economy.

Standardized inserts
with four cutting
edges.

Engineered inserts to
produce the v-bottom
profile
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CoroMill® 167

Secure machining in one operation
The solutions cover roughing to semi-finishing
of compressor screws for all types of screw
compressors. The complete machining is done in
one operation, consequently reducing lead times and
ensuring that components are delivered according to
plan. The inserts feature modern grades with long tool
life, giving secure machining in both dry and wet conditions. With eight cutting edges on the flank inserts you
are set for a productive machining process. Hardened
cutter bodies are available on demand. Solutions are
available for conventional machines and five-axis
machines.

Cutter for male screws

Cutter for female screws
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CoroMill® 176

Productive full profile insert hob

The CoroMill 176 indexable-insert cutter is a far more
cost-efficient alternative to regrindable high speed
steel hobs. The need for increased process reliability
was the main driver for this technology change, from
HSS to indexable solutions. The ability of CoroMill
176 to reach higher cutting speeds combined with
user-friendly insert changing will reduce cycle times,
making it the first choice for module range 4–10 with
high productivity requirements.
CoroMill® 176 is available as a modular solution.
This tooling option provides very rigid hobbing with
benefits such as flexibility and low down time.
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CoroMill® 176

Benefits
•

Reduced total cost per gear wheel compared to HSS tools

•

High cutting speeds

•

Tolerance class B in accordance with DIN 3968

•

Longer tool life, reduced downtime

•

High number of effective teeth reduces machining time per gear wheel

•

User-friendly insert indexing procedure

Application
•

Gears for industrial transmissions, heavy vehicles, wind power

•

Roughing, semi-finishing, finishing

•

Hobbing machines, multi-task machines, five-axis machines

•

Gear and spline profiles according to customer demands

•

Possible to use in tougher materials

•

Inserts available with or without protuberance and/or semi-topping

CoroMill 176
Gear module range, mm (DP)

4–10 (6–2.50)

Spline module range, mm (DP)

4–10 (6–2.50)

Tool diameter range, mm (inch)

85–200 (3–8)

Coupling type

Coromant Capto®, Arbor, Bore with keyway,
Cylindrical shank

www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill176
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CoroMill® 177

Tangential hob

CoroMill® 177 is an indexable carbide insert hob for
large gear wheels. It is optimized for high productivity when manufacturing gear wheels used in gear
boxes and transmissions for wind power and other
heavy industry applications. This hobbing solution is
designed to handle high speeds and feeds without
compromising process security and reliability.
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CoroMill® 177

Benefits
•

Secure and stable insert seats give reliable performance

•

Easy and accurate insert mounting with easily accessible insert screws

•

Long tool life and low cost per component thanks to state-of-the-art carbide
grades

•

High precision design of cutter body gives good accuracy and component
quality

•

Exceptionally high cutting speed and feed capacity

Application
•

Spur- and helical gears

•

Slewing rings

•

Gear wheels for gear boxes and transmissions used in wind power and other
heavy industry applications

•

Inserts with or without protuberance available

CoroMill 177
Gear module range, mm (DP)

7–18 (3.5–1.4), M>18 (DP>1.4) on demand

Tool diameter range, mm (inch)

180–400 (7–16)

Coupling type, mm (inch)

Bore with keyway, 50–100 (2–4)

www.sandvik.coromant.com/coromill177
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Zyklo-Palloid®

Bevel gear machining
Sandvik Coromant and the mechanical engineering
company Klingelnberg* have worked together to
develop a new concept for bevel gear machining. If
your priority is high flexibility and productivity, the
Zyklo-Palloid® tooling concept is perfect for manufacturing bevel gears. Replace your traditional system,
based on high speed steel materials and shorten your
process time, lowering your total process costs.
Based on your requirements you can choose
between solutions designed for machining before or
after case hardening. Before case hardening there
are monoblocks with changeable inserts available.
The main advantage of this system is that it can be
adjusted quickly and used for a variety of
module ranges.
Machining following the hardening
process can be done with a special
CBN-tool.

Contact Klingelnberg for sales and logistics:
tools@klingelnberg.com

Zyklo-Palloid - Registered for KLINGELNBERG
GmbH, Hückeswagen (D)
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Zyklo-Palloid®

Benefits
•

Short process time

•

Low tool cost

•

Long tool life

•

Long cutting-plate service life due to high strength

•

Replace individual cutting plates, without losing gear quality

Application
•

Dry machining
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How to choose your tool

Choice of most productive tool
When choosing between a roughing- or complete-profile cutting tool for
modules larger than M10, the main consideration is number of gear teeth on the
component
The below chart is a guideline for the best choice based on best possible
machining time. Evaluation is based on average cutting data for both types of
tools and module size.
In cases where the correct choice of tool is unclear, the actual situation needs
to be considered alongside other critical factors. The factors that strongly affect
tool choice are:
•

Spur or helical gear

•

Face width

•

Cutter diameter and cutting teeth density.

Number of teeth on component
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Disc cutting
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How to choose your tool

Considerations choosing roughing tools
for gears larger than M10
For large modules in general, a multiple-pass strategy is often the best choice
due to productivity and quality reasons. The alternatives are:
•

Only hobbing - the most productive choice for a component with many gear
teeth.

•

Disc cutting - the most productive choice when the component has few
gear teeth. Tooth amount limit depends on module size.

•

Disc cutting combined with hobbing is a great choice when gear tooth
tolerance requirements are high. In these cases, a roughing disc cutter
or indexable insert hob is combined with a solid HSS hob. The indexable
cutters are used for roughing of the gear teeth and offer high productivity
and good tool economy. Solid finishing tools are used only for high tolerance
reasons.

Considerations choosing finishing tools
for gears larger than M10
Benefits with disc cutters
•

Lower investment cost than an indexable hob

•

Possible to use for machining of internal cylindrical gears

Benefits of hobs
•

Highest productivity

•

Flexibility in number of gear teeth
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Application know-how

Speed chart for large modules
Speed recommendations in metric values for disc cutting and
hobbing
Module and m/min

ae = 20 mm (~Mod.9)
ae = 30 mm (~Mod.14)
ae = 40 mm (~Mod.18)
ae = 50 mm (~Mod22)

Cutting speed m/min
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Hardness Brinell HB

Tensile strength N/mm2

Cutting speed

Application know-how

Speed recommendations in imperial values for disc cutting and
hobbing
Diametral pitch (DP) and ft/min

ae = 0.75 inch (~DP 3)
ae = 1.25 inch (~DP 1.8)
ae = 1.5 inch (~DP 1.5)
ae = 2 inch (~DP 1.1)

Cutting speed ft/min
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Hardness Brinell HB

Tensile strength N/inch2

Cutting speed

Application know-how

Large-module disc cutting
Feed recommendations for large modules in metric values
The value chart below is only a recommendation, where a maximum chip
thickness of hex of 0.18 mm has been used.
Recommended hex is 0.15 - 0.25 mm.
fz = feed per tooth
hex = cutting tooth maximum chip thickness

fz =

ae = cutting depth
Dc = cutting diameter

Feed per tooth

Cutting depth ae mm

dc = 500 mm
dc = 400 mm
dc = 300 mm
dc = 200 mm
dc = 150 mm

Feed per tooth fz mm
36

hex
2×ae
sin (cos-1(1–––-––))
Dc

Application know-how

Feed recommendations for large modules in inch
The value chart below is only a recommendation, where a maximum chip
thickness of hex of 0.007 inch has been used.
Recommended hex is 0.006 - 0.01 inch.

fz =

fz = feed per tooth
hex = cutting tooth maximum chip thickness
ae = cutting depth
Dc = cutting diameter

Feed per tooth

Cutting depth ae inch

dc = 20 inch
dc = 15 inch
dc = 12 inch
dc = 8 inch
dc = 6 inch

Feed per tooth fz inch
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hex
2×ae
sin (cos-1(1–––-––))
Dc

Application know-how

Hobbing – functionality

Gear
blank

Cutting
teeth

Hob
feeding

•

Hobbing of a gear wheel means that
a number of cutting teeth generate
the gear teeth

•

The final profile consists of many
totally different cuts

Gear
blank

exit cut
Leading flank in
cut
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Trailing flank in
cut

Application know-how

Climb hobbing
•

Quality and tool life depend on the direction in which the hob is fed
We recommend climb hobbing if possible

•

Climb hobbing gives less tool wear and longer tool life
Hob cutting edge

Tool feed
direction

Gear
blanc

Feed path
The length of the feed path for a
hob depends on the hob diameter,
gear helix angle and gear blank
face width
outlet
face width

The larger the hob diameter or
increased helix angle, the longer
the feed path

full cut

entry cut
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feed
climb hobbing

Application know-how

Workpiece set-up, top support for disc cutting and hobbing
•

A rigid top support is often an
advantage in most hobbing
machines and gives better
component tolerance.

•

Even if a set up without top support
seems to be rigid with no noise or
vibration the measurement protocol
often reveals bad tolerance.

•

A top support could be the
difference between achieving a
good component quality in one or
two cuts.

Slender component in a multi-axis machine
A slender shaft is often difficult to
machine with a good result. Vibration
and deflection will be reduced if the
component is held with a chuck close to
the gear or spline teeth.
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Application know-how

Drawings of hobs – hob teeth profiles
•

These profiles are defined to create gear profiles
according to the basic rack gear profile.

•

The hob tooth profile will give the desired gear
wheel profile as long as hob teeth are designed to
meet the following gear wheel properties:
-- Module size of gear and hob must be the same
-- Pressure angle, tooth height and tooth profile
geometry must be included in the hob design.

Number of teeth on the gear wheel is not needed in
a hob design. A hob tool has unlimited tooth number
flexibility if parameters above are the same.

addendum line
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Application know-how

Drawings of gear wheels – basic rack profile
•

The basic rack tooth profile for a spur gear is defined as an external gear
profile where the amount of teeth number and gear diameter are infinite

•

The teeth profile involute of flanks is in straight lines, which become increasingly rounder the smaller the amount of teeth and gear diameter

•

Details of the basic rack tooth profile are found in the DIN 867 standard

Counter part tooth
profile
Addendum line

Dedendum line
Fillet radius

hp = Tooth height
haP = Addendum
hf P = Dedendum
αp = Pressure angle
P = Pitch line
p = pitch
ρfP = Root fillet radius
sp = Tooth thickness on the pitch line
ep = Tooth space on pitch line
Cp = Tip clearance between gear wheels
42

Application know-how

Gear wheel manufacturing is highly dependent on the demands in
the drawing
•

For a correct tool design that fits your needs, it is important that you provide
us with as much information as possible

•

Gear data and drawing are required before tool design can start
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Application know-how

Dry or wet machining
We recommend dry cutting for better tool life if
possible. Increased temperature variations shorten
carbide insert tool life.
Wet machining is possible when the machine is not
adapted to run dry or could cause problems with
chip removal, for example.

Wet

Temperature

Dry

If water-based cutting fluid is used, cutting speed should
be reduced by at least 30%. Oil works with recommended
cutting speeds but will give a shorter insert tool life.
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Technical information

Terminology and calculation formulas
Number of teeth and module
•

Number of teeth, z

•

Module, mn

-- The number of teeth on the gear wheel
-- A size factor used for metric gears
-- Small module, small teeth - large module, large
teeth

module, m =

pitch diameter, d
number of teeth, z

Diametral pitch, DP
•

Diametral pitch, DP, is used for imperial-unit gears
instead of module size

•

Unit is number of teeth per inch

•

A small tooth size gives a large DP

•

A large tooth size gives a small DP

•

Diametral pitch and module are separated by a
scaling factor of 25.4

diametric pitch, Pd =

diametral pitch, Pd =

45

25.4
module, m

number of teeth, z
pitch diameter, d [in]

Productivity comparison

Productivity comparison module <10
Metal removal rate vs flexibility for cylindrical
gear tools
Disc cutting with CoroMill® 171 or CoroMill® 172 can
be a very productive alternative to hobbing when tooth
amount on the componenet is low. These disc cutters
can also be a good alternative if you are making splines
or gear teeth in 4 or 5-axis machines.
InvoMilling is the most flexible method when very small
batches or single units are produced.

high

Productivity

CoroMill® 176

CoroMill® 171 and
CoroMill® 172

InvoMilling™

flexibility
low

high
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Productivity comparison

Productivity comparison module >10
Roughing or full cut of large module gear
wheels
Productivity of a hob vs disc cutter depend on module
size and number of teeth on the gear wheel.
For components with less than 30 teeth a CoroMill®
170 disc cutter is normally the most productive
solution
For components with more than 60 teeth a CoroMill®
177 is the best solution.
Components with 30-60 teeth need to be evaluated to
find the best solution. See chart on page 32.

high

Productivity

CoroMill® 170 roughing
disc cutter *few teeth
on the componenet(

CoroMill® 177
*many teeth on the
component(

InvoMilling™

flexibility
low

high
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Productivity comparison

Productivity comparison Module >10
Finishing of large module gear wheels
Finishing means that a small stock of the gaps is left for
cutting
Metal removal rate is always the highest with a hob
compared to a disc cutter as long as same cutting data
for the two tool types is compared.

high

Productivity

CoroMill® 177

CoroMill® 170 finishing
disc cutter
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Find
out more
Don’t hesitate to contact your
local Sandvik Coromant representative to find the best solution for
your specific requirements. You can also
find out more about Gear milling and our solutions
by visiting
www.sandvik.coromant.com/gearmilling

When contacting us the following information is good to have at hand:

Gear type – Module size – Machine tool – Workpiece material –
Batch size

Local support is just a click away

www.sandvik.coromant.com

Contact your local Sandvik Coromant representative
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